
The Band Director’s Bag of Tricks: How to Make Your Clarinet Section Sound Bigger and Better

Student Exercises 

Going Over the Break 

- Begin on C, adding fingers and slurring down to low F. Once students can find low F, add 
low E.


- When students can play this figure consistently with a solid air stream, tell them to keep 
playing no matter what you do. Then add the register key for them halfway through the 
figure, when they do not expect it.


- This prevents students from biting or squeezing to try to reach a high note. The goal is to 
stay relaxed and keep a consistent air stream and embouchure.


Chromatic Fingerings 


- Play with the left hand or right hand pinky keys as indicated
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Add Register Key
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Forked Fingerings 

- Forked Fingerings involve using the sliver (or “banana”) key as shown to the right. This 
avoids “flip-flopping” between low Bb and B natural, clarion F and F#, and altissimo D and 
D#.


- The following exercises bracket where the forked fingering should be used.


Pitch Bending Exercise 

- Your advanced clarinetists have more flexibility than they may realize, regarding control of 
intonation on each pitch.


- This exercise is only for advanced players. Students will begin on high C, then bend the 
pitch by lowering their jaw and tongue position, attempting to reach the pitch of the second 
note in the measure, indicated with an “x” note head. Students should not add any fingers, 
but remain on the high C fingering the whole time.


- Continue as low as the student can achieve well.
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etc…
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Throat Tone Resonance Fingerings 






I recommend the following resonance fingerings for the throat tone register to get rid of 
stuffiness and add support.
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G:  Add 0 / 13 or 0 / 23 
(whichever is more in tune)


G

A and Bb:  Add 23 / 23 in each hand


A	 	 Bb

G#:  Add 3 / 3


G#

The throat tones on clarinet are pictured 
below. These are often hard to tune and have 
little support, because none of the tone holes 
are covered in the standard fingerings.  

Standard Fingerings: 

G G#	 A	 Bb

Many people teach students to add the first three fingers in the right 
hand to G, A, B, and C to more easily go over the break (pictured to the 
right, with or without the C key). This approach has many benefits, and 
is a strategy for overcoming challenges in mastering B and C. However, 
in everyday use this approach can make G and A too flat.
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FF

RK

HH

RK
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HH+P

FF

HH+P

P / No HH

P / No HH
Long Tone / Half-Hole Exercise 

- Play slurred at a full mezzo forte dynamic

- Concentrate on full, resonant tone and smooth 

transitions into the upper registers

- Take time on each note, and only move to the next 

when satisfied with the sound.

- See the diagram to the right for info on the following:


- “RK” means add register key.  

- “HH” means half-hole, instructing the player to roll 

the left hand index finger down, uncovering 1/2 of 
the top tone hole. This helps create a fluid transition 
into the altissimo register.


- “HH+P” means half-hole and add the right hand 
pinky key indicated in the diagram.


- “FF” means forked fingering. Play all notes in that 
measure using the right hand index finger and sliver 
key.


- “P No HH” means to add the pinky key, but 
completely uncover the left hand index finger tone 
hole instead of forming a half-hole.

HH+PHH


